Established in 1963, ISC Paris is committed to providing business students with the high level management skills necessary to operate and perform in a global environment. ISC Paris is part of the highly selective French “Grandes Écoles” and member of the prestigious “Conférence des Grandes Ecoles” (CGE). ISC Paris is also AACSB, AMBA and Equis accredited. The ISC Paris Bachelor and Master Degree are endorsed by the French Ministry of Education.

◆ MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY
MASTER “GRANDE ÉCOLE” – Master in Management
Two-year accredited Master.
First year is generalist: 100% French or 100% English.
Second year, students will pick one of seventeen specializations.
Three specializations 100% English:
- International Business & Management (100% en anglais)
- Innovation in European Business (100% en anglais)
- Sustainable development & global management (100% anglais)

BACHELOR
BACHELOR DEGREE in Business (75% French, 25% English)
BACHELOR DEGREE in International Business (100% English)
Generalist program: Marketing, Management, Finance, Human Resources, Accounting classes.

MASTER OF SCIENCE
MSc International Business & Marketing (100% anglais)
MSc International Business & Finance (100% anglais)
MSc International Business & Supply Chain (100% anglais)
MSc Communication & Marketing du Luxe
MSc Communication & Marketing Responsable
MSc Management des Industries de la Santé
MSc Finance d’Entreprise
MSc Cybersécurité

MBA
MBA in International Business (20 months)
100% English program for professionals.

DBA
Doctorate in Business Administration
Online program in three years
100% English program for professionals with a masters degree.

◆ RESEARCH
Research is an essential pillar of ISC Paris. The activities of teacher-researchers are carried out within the Research Laboratory. Research helps develop a body of knowledge related to both managerial issues, educational innovation and knowledge transfer.

◆ STRENGTHS
High-level academic recognition
A wide choice of specializations in English and / or French
A wide range of internships and professional experiences
Personalized educational support and a qualified and committed faculty
An international dimension and recognition (AACSB, AMBA, Equis)
The prestige of the ISC Paris group
A strong international alumni network

◆ LOCATION
Paris’ 17th district, a few minutes from the business center of La Défense and from the Champs Elysées.